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Greek philosopher and mathematician

Lived from approximately 560 to 480 BC. 

From observations in music, mathematics, and astronomy
Pythagoras and his constituents believed that all relations could be 
reduced to numerical relations.

Pythagoras’ study of music was based on the tones produced with 
vibrating strings 

The variable being the length of the string. 

The constants being the thickness and type of string, and the 
tension of the string

Historical Background of Pythagoras



Vocab
Frequency- refers to how often the particles of the medium 
vibrate when a wave passes through the medium.

Consonance - a simultaneous combination of sounds usually 
considered pleasing.

Dissonance - a simultaneous combination of sounds usually 
considered as lacking harmony.

Harmony - a combination of musical considered to be pleasing.

Harmonic - a tone in the harmonic series of overtones produced by a 
fundamental tone.

Harmonic Series - a series of tones consisting of a fundamental tone 
and the overtones produced by it, whose frequencies are at integral 

multiples of the fundamental frequency.



ContinuedContinued……
Interval - the difference in pitch between two musical tones.

Octave - the interval of eight diatonic degrees between two 
tones, one of which has twice the frequency as the other.

Overtone - a harmonic.

Partial - a harmonic.

Pitch - the frequency of a tone.



String Vibration

If a string is fixed on both ends, then no vibration can occur at those 
points and there is zero amplitude.

Points of zero amplitude are called nodes. These vibrations are 
called standing waves. So Sound Waves = Standing Waves

The wavelength determines what “note” we hear when we vibrate a 
string.

Also, where you pluck on the string determines how long the note 
will sound.  The higher amplitude, the longer the note will sound if it is 

not disturbed and fixed at both ends. 

Plucking the middle of the string will yield the longest sounding note.



Graph showing attack and decay of a key played 
on a piano.  The piano hammer hitting the key is 
similar to plucking a string.



What you need to know about

sound waves…

A single sound wave consists of a two-part vibration cycle and is 
produced by a vibration.

Must have a medium through which to travel (i.e. air, water)

This chart accurately shows compression and rarefaction in 
one vibration cycle.  Compression= increased air pressure

Rarefaction= decreased air pressure



C#

E



A

EE

A one octave higher.

Note: the ½ ratio of 
the octave.



What you need to know about

tuning in music…
“Cents” is the unit used when discussing accuracy in tuning of a note.

Today we use a tuning method that divides 1200 cents evenly between 
the 12 notes of the chromatic scale.  

Also, we do not use a pure fifth causing it to be slightly out of tune.  This 
difference is not detectable by the untrained ear.  If we were to tune using 
the pure fifth as Pythagoras did, notes that we today know to sound the 
same, such as, G# and Ab, would not sound as the same note.

Using different tuning methods makes the “cents” differ accordingly.

<- Diatonic/Chromatic Scale

This scale was derived from 
Pythagorean tuning.



These two keyboard images show one full 
octave and the difference in “cents”

between Pythagorean and our everyday 
equal temperament tuning.

Equal temperament shows that we 
divide 1200 cents among the 12 

notes while there are differences in 
the Pythagorean tuning. For 

example, the fundamental, in this 
case C, is not different than our 

representation for this note. 
However, C# is 14 cents sharp when 
compared to today’s representation.



Other Temperaments or “Tunings”



Pythagoras and his 
ratios (string length)

This guitar provides an 
easy visual to show 

exactly what is meant 
when certain ratios are 
referred to, such as 2:3 

and 3:4.



Major Sixth3:5

Major Third4:5

Fourth3:4

Fifth2:3

Twelfth1:3

Octave1:2

Unison1:1

NameRatio

The chart below shows the main 
ratios Pythagoras found and the 
note of the scale they are related to.



minor Sixth, minor 
ThirdImperfect

major Sixth, major 
ThirdMedial

Fifth, FourthPerfect

Octave, Twelfth, 
Double OctaveAbsolute

IntervalDegree

What do we call tones in relation to the 
Fundamental in Modern Time?

This chart 
starts with 
consonance 
and ends 
with the 
most 
dissonant.



Produced from the vibrating object

Object may be string or other object such as an acoustic guitar

Object is vibrating as a whole but in smaller sections as well 
(halves,thirds, fourths, etc.)

Secondary vibrations more subtle than fundamental vibration, 
making them difficult to hear.

By lightly touching a vibrating string at a node point (points of 
zero disturbance), resultant partial is heard.

Touching a vibrating string in the middle divides the string in half 
and produces a pitch an octave higher (2nd partial).

Partials, (or to guitar players) Harmonics



What You need to know to 
interpret the following 
table…

Lambda (upside down y)  =   Wavelength

F  =   Frequency

V  =  Velocity

L =   Length



Wavelengths and frequenciesWavelengths and frequencies
of Harmonics of Harmonics 

And velocity v on the string

1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

6 1
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Harmonics or OvertonesHarmonics or Overtones



We learned that touching different node points produces 
different harmonics of the fundamental.  The pictures 
and graph below both depict the nodes and antinodes of 
the first few harmonics.
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A man named Jean Fourier later added to the work of PythagorasA man named Jean Fourier later added to the work of Pythagoras
and he found that the complex vibration of a string can be repreand he found that the complex vibration of a string can be represented as a sum of the sented as a sum of the 

fundamental vibration and the overtones. Fourier proved that fundamental vibration and the overtones. Fourier proved that anyany vibration can be vibration can be 
represented the same way. The idea is to build a "represented the same way. The idea is to build a "sawtoothsawtooth" shaped wave. We usually " shaped wave. We usually 

use use sawtoothsawtooth waves when diagramming the standing waves produced by a musicalwaves when diagramming the standing waves produced by a musical
instrument, for example, an oboe or a saxophone.instrument, for example, an oboe or a saxophone.

This graph shows the fundamental (graphed in green), This graph shows the fundamental (graphed in green), 
the smaller wave of its first harmonic (graphed in the smaller wave of its first harmonic (graphed in 
blue), and the red wave shows the resultant amplitude blue), and the red wave shows the resultant amplitude 
when they are combinedwhen they are combined

Now, the green represents the previous 
sum, the blue is the next overtone in the 
series, and the red shows the resultant 
sum amplitude.

“Sawtooth” Wave



PythagorasPythagoras’’ Garage BandGarage Band
This cartoon shows the type of instruments This cartoon shows the type of instruments 
that were involved when relations were that were involved when relations were 
being drawn between mathematics and being drawn between mathematics and 
music.  As you can see there are different music.  As you can see there are different 
sized bells, cups filled with different sized bells, cups filled with different 
amounts of liquid, different sized flute like amounts of liquid, different sized flute like 
instruments and the bottom left shows instruments and the bottom left shows 
PythagorasPythagoras’’ famous vibrating strings.  All famous vibrating strings.  All 
these instruments are directly related to these instruments are directly related to 
mathematics.mathematics.

from F Gafurio Theorica Musice 1492] 
[rep. Wittkower 1949.]



When two strings are plucked simultaneously…

Their degree of harmony depends on how fundamental frequencies and 
overtones blend together.

Music notes which blend together in a pleasing manner are called
consonances. 

Notes with a displeasing blend are dissonances.

Often times, when two notes are sounded their upper partials, or
harmonics, do not agree mathematically.  When this is undetectable 
because of the higher pitches being the ones that disagree, this is called 
consonance.

Consonance 

Consonance makes music pleasurable to people. Unlike the 
sound at a railroad crossing, which uses very dissonant 
pitches to get people’s attention.



How does PythagorasHow does Pythagoras’’ discovery affect us?discovery affect us?

The importance of music differs from individual to individual, bThe importance of music differs from individual to individual, but it is ut it is 
evident that music surrounds us in our everyday life.  You may pevident that music surrounds us in our everyday life.  You may play an lay an 
instrument or have a certain genre of music you prefer.  You mayinstrument or have a certain genre of music you prefer.  You may wake wake 
up to it every morning when your alarm clock goes off.  You may up to it every morning when your alarm clock goes off.  You may never never 
take headphones out of your ears and get more than your moneys take headphones out of your ears and get more than your moneys 
worth out of your worth out of your iPodiPod.  Most couples have .  Most couples have ““their songtheir song””,  and music is ,  and music is 
played at weddings, church services, funerals, restaurants, elevplayed at weddings, church services, funerals, restaurants, elevators, ators, 
shopping malls, and is set to scenes in music videos.  Music is shopping malls, and is set to scenes in music videos.  Music is so so 
diverse that it has the unique ability to please, quite possiblydiverse that it has the unique ability to please, quite possibly, everyone , everyone 
in the world.  It is possible that without Pythagoras, we may hain the world.  It is possible that without Pythagoras, we may have been ve been 
to this point with musical knowledge anyways, but I do not thinkto this point with musical knowledge anyways, but I do not think that that 
would be a chance most people would take.  Pythagoraswould be a chance most people would take.  Pythagoras’’ relationship relationship 
between music and arithmetic allowed for a constant and universabetween music and arithmetic allowed for a constant and universal way l way 
to view music that is still observed in the modernto view music that is still observed in the modern--day world.day world.



The End


